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In these first few months of 2020, the market has changed dramatically.

Offline industries experienced severe turbulence and, in the best of cases, had to 
make an emergency landing online.

Digitally native businesses, meanwhile, had to adapt to the changing consumer demand, 
purchasing power, and the new messaging that many of their competitors had adopted.

While you may wonder how exactly your competitive landscape has changed, let’s 
have a look at the bigger picture first. We need to clarify the context in which 
businesses operate when it comes to online presence.

Below, you can find data on several industries that showed atypical online growth in 
March 2020. These are not their seasonal fluctuations — when we checked data for 
March 2019, traffic to the analyzed companies’ websites didn’t increase that much, 
nor did they grow in online popularity in February 2020. All the stats are estimated 
with SEMrush Traffic Analytics.

The first categories to increase in terms of traffic are those that accommodate the 
work-from-home situation.

Industry Shifts in March 2020:  
the New Essentials

Teamwork Software Average Traffic Growth: +30.4% in March 2020
Location: US

smartsheet.com

workfront.com

monday.com

wrike.com

teamwork.com

toggl.com

mavenlink.com

clickup.com

miro.com

pipefy.com

14M +25.52%

4.3M +28.77%

2.8M +42.03%

2.1M +12.05%

2.1M +41.32%

1.7M +19.98%

739.1K +35.56%

426.3K +18.66%

585.5K +36.89%

376.1K +43.14%

2.8M +18.04%

319.3K +27.24%

685.4K +20.36%

515.7K +10.98%

264.9K +15.70%

530.6K +18.35%

91.7K +6.44%

182.9K +17.97%

273.8K +73.45%

60.5K +19.11%

Domain Visits Unique Visitors

https://www.semrush.com/analytics/traffic/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdfEN&utm_campaign=cipdf3
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Webinar Platforms Average Traffic Growth: +54.6% in March 2020
Location: All Regions

410.3K +18.24%

93.3K +51.18%

16.8M +69.75%

39.9M +72.44%

1.7M +21.90%

7.4M +10.09%

267.7K +97.38%

75.7K +110.52%

532.5K +74.54%

1.3M +20.16%

244.8K +54.97%

61.3K +42.89%

5.2M +50.08%

10.1M +56.93%

673.6K +33.85%

3.7M +2.80%

147.4K +79.03%

25.7K +9.96%

339.3K +55.77%

540.9K +27.99%

Domain Visits Unique Visitors

Money Transfer Services Average Traffic Growth: +11.1% in March 2020
Location: All Regions

transferwise.com

paypal.com

worldremit.com

currenciesdirect.com

riamoneytransfer.com

xe.com

travelex.com

xoom.com

westernunion.com

20.5M  +14.41%

616.7M +2.55%

2.5M +7.14%

181.7K +7.42%

1.4M +23.05%

77.7M +16.66%

479.1K +5.97%

4.2M +14.44%

17.3M +8.38%

11.2M  +8.99%

240.2M +2.48%

1.2M +8.46%

117.5K +1.37%

561.3K +7.00%

29.2M +7.11%

413.9K +3.11%

1.8M +7.13%

8.4M +4.20%

Domain Visits Unique Visitors

demio.com

webinarninja.com

gotomeeting.com

webex.com

clickmeeting.com

getresponse.com

bigmarker.com

easywebinar.com

dacast.com

intermedia.net
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Cleaning Services Average Traffic Growth: +6% in March 2020
Location: All Regions

mollymaid.com

thecleaningauthority.com

handy.com

merrymaids.com

339.8K +8.00%

361.8K +5.11%

986.2K +7.06%

434.3K +3.86%

286.9K +8.90%

103.3K +1.48%

597.8K +2.18%

377.3K +4.78%

Domain Visits Unique Visitors

Then followed the companies that make a place feel like a home.

Home Decor E-Commerce Avg Traffic Growth: +22.8% in March 2020
Location: US

abchome.com 

article.com

crateandbarrel.com

decoratorsbest.com

dwr.com

luluandgeorgia.com

leifshop.com

highfashionhome.com

schoolhouse.com

restorationhardware.com 

171K +15%

1.3M +8%%

7.4M +9%

80K +11%

514K +12%

225K +5.11%

10K +25%

126K +25%

160K +22%

2M +8%

136K +5%

782K + 11%

4.4M +3%

67K +30%

305K +8%

110K +11%

10K +25%

98K +4%

113K +0.1%

1.2M +4%

Domain Visits Unique Visitors
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Average Traffic Growth: +19.8% in February 2020 
Location: All Regions

amazon.com

ebay.com

walmart.com

costco.co

target.com

3.3B +8.54%

881.7M +6.42%

600.1M +31.12%

20.2K +15.52%

259.1M +37.59%

559.4M +5.83%

188M +5.96%

203.5M +13.10%

19.7K +12.95%

110.9M +20.64%

Domain Visits Unique Visitors

However, when it comes to online shopping for generally essential goods, it looks like 
the initially increased demand has been satisfied, and thus has decreased.

amazon.com

ebay.com

walmart.com

costco.co

target.com

3.3B −0.27%

863.3M −2.09%

582.5M −2.93%

26.2K +30.15%

259.5M +0.16%

534.4M −4.47%

183.2M −2.55%

200.9M −1.29%

25.3K +28.35%

110.8M −0.03%

Domain Visits Unique Visitors

Average Traffic Growth: +5%* in March 2020 
Location: All Regions

*Three out of five e-tailers experienced negative growth

General E-Commerce

General E-Commerce
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Theatres Average Traffic Growth: +125% in March 2020 
Location: US

metopera.org

berliner-philharmoniker.de

roh.org.uk

broadwayhd.com

staatsoper.de

1.1M +39.82%

24.8K +95.29%

105.5K +26.59%

108.8K +63.22%

2.1K +400.00%

566.8K +37.78%

21.1K +71.33%

77.3K −5.16%

74.7K +62.05%

834 +100.00%

Domain Visits Unique Visitors

Some less expected markets became active. While offline entertainment was put 
on hold, online alternatives stepped in. Here, for example, we see the result of opera 
theatres adapting to the current situation and attracting their visitors to live streams.

We see that the precarious situation is not solely a cause for concern — it can in fact 
provide opportunities for many businesses.

We can also see that we can’t always predict online consumer behavior. Will there 
be renewed interest in general e-commerce? And if you start sales? And if your 
competitors do the same?

Now more than ever we need to make data-driven, not chaos-driven, decisions.  
And this is where online competitor analysis can help you.



How to Find Surefire 
Insights for Your 
Digital Marketing
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In this guide, we will take you through the main points of online competitor analysis 
which you may need to do to adapt your campaigns to the new reality.

We will name the key metrics that we recommend tracking on each digital 
marketing channel and show you how to get them with SEMrush tools.

Normally, we recommend that our users follow the complete workflow described 
here. This way, they get a clear understanding of their competitors’ online presence 
and don’t miss any insights.

However, this is not a strict step-by-step guide. If you are especially interested in one 
particular area of your rivals’ marketing, just click on the corresponding chapter in the 
table of contents above.

To let you get the most out of this analysis, we’re offering you a 7-day free trial of the 
entire SEMrush Competitive Research Bundle. With it, you’ll access all the SEMrush 
tools, including the premium Competitive Intelligence Add-On, and find actionable 
insights in minutes.

How to Find Surefire Insights 
for Your Digital Marketing

Get a Free Trial

http://www.semrush.com/billing/offers/buy/frigohfx?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdfEN&utm_campaign=cipdf3


1. Get Insights 
from Competitors’ 
Website Traffic
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In the online world, just like in nature, it is not always the strongest that survive, but 
those that are the most adaptable to change.

At all times, you want to be certain that your digital strategy will help you beat your 
competitors. In these times, you particularly need to ascertain that your chosen 
marketing mix is cost effective, the focus of your campaigns corresponds to the 
changing demand, and your messaging is clearly received by the audience.

Your previously adopted strategy may become obsolete, and you may need to act 
decisively. It will be helpful if you ascertain what you shouldn’t do first.

Each of these points can be supported with the analysis of your competitors’ 
website traffic.

Let’s imagine a home decor e-tailer that wants to catch up with its rivals’ online 
performance. With five competitor websites entered in SEMrush Traffic Analytics,  
we get to see:

Get Insights from Competitors’ 
Website Traffic

if the leader of the competition has changed 
(in our case, homedepot.com has remained #1 in the list);

what fluctuations have affected the competition in recent months;

how each rival grew (or lost) its popularity over the observed time.

https://www.semrush.com/analytics/traffic/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdfEN&utm_campaign=cipdf3
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Find out how your competitors attracted their audience:

Which digital marketing channels performed the best for them.

Which countries proved to be lucrative in terms of traffic generation.

In our example, the US is not the only market for ikea.com. Nevertheless, their 
growth in March 2020 makes us think of their capacity to strengthen their position 
in the region.

In our example, homedepot.com and wayfair.com remained the  undisputed leaders 
in the US. However, ikea.com enjoyed increased website traffic and positive user 
engagement metrics (more Pages/Visit and longer Avg. Visit Duration), showing that 
newly arrived visitors were interested in the content of the pages.
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Before drawing conclusions, click back to the past periods to see month-over-month 
and year-over-year changes — you want to make sure these are not typical seasonal 
fluctuations.

To get a deeper understanding of competitors’ digital strategies and performance, 
take a closer look at their Top Pages. These days, your rivals may be focusing on 
promoting their delivery services or at-home options and essential goods instead 
of premium items. They may also try to drive traffic to relevant blog posts, provide 
free software and subscriptions, and start sales.

If they created and promoted a web page for any of these, you can find data on it in 
the Top Pages report and see how the action performed. You can then safely decide 
on whether you need to focus on a similar offering or not.

In our example, homedepot.com showed unprecedented ability to adapt: their top 
product in March 2020 was not home furniture or garden equipment, but a respirator 
mask. By their entrance sources breakdown, we see that most of these visits came 
from search.
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For a better understanding of the market, you may want to check up on more than 
five competitors. In SEMrush Market Explorer, you just need to enter one website in 
the search field, and the tool will outline the rest of the field.

Analyze competitors' traffic

At this stage, you will get to:

map out the competitive landscape in a comprehensible form of the  
Growth Quadrant;

qualify your competitors by their current audience size and market potential;

switch from “All Market” to “Narrow Focus” and reveal your closest rivals’ online 
market shares and research their digital marketing strategies further.

In our example, homedepot.com appears to have a lot in common with general 
e-commerce websites like costco.com, walmart.com, and amazon.com, and they all 
tend to grow at a faster pace.

Could you, as another home decor e-tailer, seek a lesson from larger websites’ digital 
marketing? You may want to research it.

https://www.semrush.com/market-explorer/overview/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdfEN&utm_campaign=cipdf3
https://www.semrush.com/analytics/traffic/overview/ebay.com?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdfEN&utm_campaign=cipdf3
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Try out SEMrush Traffic Analytics and Market Explorer on your actual competitors 
and get even more details on their traffic and market potential.

Discover market players’ 
traffic growth

https://www.semrush.com/market-explorer/overview/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdfEN&utm_campaign=cipdf3


2. Analyze Your 
Rivals’ SEO Efforts 
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If competitors are outranking you in organics, they must also be getting more clicks, 
generating more leads, and gaining more revenue. There can be 200+ reasons why it 
happens, but usually it’s not all that complicated.

With the Organic Research tool, you can monitor a target website’s organic search 
visibility. We will continue our model analysis and see how homedepot.com has been 
doing in organics:

At a glance, you can discover:

the target website’s total number of keywords with organic positions  
(in Google Top 100), presented visually;

expected monthly organic traffic from those keywords;

estimated monthly price of the given organic keywords in text Google Ads;

estimated branded and non-branded traffic.

Analyze Your Rivals’ 
SEO Efforts 

https://www.semrush.com/analytics/organic/overview/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdfEN&utm_campaign=cipdf3
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You can get into more detail on the competitors’ keywords that let them take top 
positions in organic search:

discover their most successful keywords;

get an idea of consumer behavior, based on search frequency;

see the most popular pages that users found with organic search;

outline initial ideas on how you can optimize your campaign to increase your 
rankings and conversions.

In our example, we applied “Advanced Filtered” and excluded branded keywords to see 
if users found homedepot.com when searching for generic goods. This way, we get 
an idea of the best-optimized and most searched items on the website.

There are two more steps to a deeper understanding of competitors’ SEO:

Find gaps in your rivals’ coverage with the Backlink Gap tool. Competitors added 
can be root domains, subdomains, or URLs. A good way to use this intelligence would 
be to reach out to the resources that are linking to your competitors but not you.

Enhance your content marketing strategy with Keyword Gap. The tool allows you 
perform a side-by-side comparison of all of the similarities and differences between 
keyword portfolios (be it organic, paid, or PLA) of up to five competing domains.

https://www.semrush.com/analytics/gap/backlinks/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdfEN&utm_campaign=cipdf3
https://www.semrush.com/info/domain_vs_domain/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdfEN&utm_campaign=cipdf3
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Break down 
competitors' SEO

Enriching your keyword strategy is a long-term project that may have nothing to do 
with the immediate increase in demand for essential items. Even so, if your company 
scaled up its paid promo, it may be wise to spend this dry spell on the optimization that 
can bring you long-term results when the crisis subsides.

https://www.semrush.com/analytics/organic/overview/?q=ebay.com&utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdfEN&utm_campaign=cipdf3


3. Get Marketing 
Ideas from Their 
Recent Online Ads

$
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In advertising, the scale of changes you may need to adopt depends a lot on the 
industry in which you operate.

 For the category of work-from-home essentials, this may be the busiest time in the last 
12 months. Video conferencing software brands are said to have doubled their ad spend 
in Q1 2020, compared to Q4 2019 or Q1 2019.

From a B2B customer perspective, it is not just the ad spend to increase — software 
buyers expect that the existing situation will make their tech spending soar.

Meanwhile, 42% of fashion retailers are claimed to have pulled back their marketing, and 
90% of marketers from various industries affirmed that they had adjusted their creative 
messaging in mid March 2020.

To make sense of the unstable advertising landscape, you should keep an eye on the 
closest competition in your niche. You may see how your current rivals experiment 
with placements and messaging or even how established players handled somewhat 
similar crises in the past.

To analyze any advertiser of your interest, use the Advertising Research tool. Switch 
tabs to reveal:

the number of keywords the domain is bidding on;

the estimated traffic coming from these keywords;

paid traffic cost estimation;

Get Marketing Ideas from 
Their Recent Online Ads

https://adage.com/article/cmo-strategy/videoconferencing-companies-ad-spend-spikes-amid-covid-19/2248431
https://www.trustradius.com/vendor-blog/covid-19-tech-spending-data
https://adage.com/article/cmo-strategy/fashion-retail-advertising-still-works-even-if-stores-are-closed-according-new-study/2249251
https://www.ana.net/content/show/id/59792
https://www.ana.net/content/show/id/59792
https://www.semrush.com/analytics/adwords/positions/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdfEN&utm_campaign=cipdf3
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other websites your target rival competes with in advertising;
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historical data to uncover your competitors’ seasonal preferences in advertising— 
this may be especially interesting if it’s been quite a while since you checked up on 
competitors’ ads.

As you may remember from the website traffic analysis chapter, one of the Top Pages 
of homedepot.com in March 2020 was dedicated to a respirator mask. We decided 
to check if there was any promo of this item, so we clicked back to March data in 
Advertising Research and discovered two pieces of ad copy about this product.

The context leads us to believe that the respirator mask ad was no accident in March 
2020. However, as a Home Depot competitor, you may hesitate to promote such a 
sensitive item as a mask. So you may need to research some other goods with time-
tested demand. For that, dig deeper into the ad history and, see how they promote 
outdoor items. Apparently, some of them stay or even become more relevant.
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We decided to dig deeper in our model research and clicked on a blue cell in the Ad 
History report. We got to see an actual ad of homedepot.com which was run at a 
particular point in time.

The next step for us would be to adapt this ad to our business, let it run, and see how 
it performs.

You can focus on Google Shopping or display ads in your competitor analysis and 
use PLA Research and Display Advertising accordingly. In PLA Research, you can 
see the product listing ads your competitors promote in different countries. In Display 
Advertising, you can analyze the distribution of a competitor’s GDN ads around the 
globe and measure your rivals’ advertising activity to understand which markets you 
should be targeting and how.

Among other things, look at the actual Landing Pages from your competitors’ 
campaigns and analyze important specifics like which ads pointed to each landing page 
on their site at a particular time.

As a result of this step of competitor analysis, you will be able to analyze the pricing in 
the target segment by PLA ads and optimize your ad creatives (in terms of keywords, 
titles, and pictures) and ad spend for maximum ROI.

Get ideas for your 
ad campaigns

https://www.semrush.com/analytics/pla/positions/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdfEN&utm_campaign=cipdf3
https://www.semrush.com/analytics/da/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdfEN&utm_campaign=cipdf3
https://www.semrush.com/ppc/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdfEN&utm_campaign=cipdf3


4. See How Your 
Rivals Are Adapting 
Their Content 
Marketing and PR
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In uncertain times, you may want to be especially careful with your brand statements, 
whether on your owned, earned, or paid media.

Those surveyed marketers that claimed to have implemented substantial changes 
in their messaging specified that they had to create more helpful and emotional 
content. Their new creative assets are meant to be more empathetic in tone. In visual 
terms, all lifestyle imagery has to be adapted since typical seasonal pictures are no 
longer relevant.

With so many restrictions and precautions to keep in mind, competitor analysis can 
help you navigate safely. Here is what you can do, step by step.

Track online mentions of any word or phrase related to your rival’s brand name, 
product name, product category, motto or anything else. You can research all of 
these with the Brand Monitoring tool. The report can help you:

find mentions on the web, forums, Twitter, or Instagram;

estimate reach for each mention and bring out a platform with the largest coverage;

highlight the strength and popularity of the  mentioner’s domain (Authority 
Score) and website traffic (Traffic: Low/Medium/High in the tool).

As in previous steps, we researched each of these aspects for The Home Depot, and 
we filtered recent mentions so that they included the keyword “mask”.

See How Your Rivals Are Adapting 
Their Content Marketing and PR

https://www.ana.net/content/show/id/59792
https://www.semrush.com/content-marketing/brand-monitoring/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdfEN&utm_campaign=cipdf3
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If you are especially interested in the traffic driven by referrals, go to Traffic Analytics 
for insightful research.

Check your rival's reputation and discover their referrals’ traffic deeper.

Study a competitor’s backlink profile in detail and monitor your rival’s new and 
lost backlinks. Use Backlink Analytics reports to see the pages that link to your 
competitors’ (source URLs) and the actual pages that received traffic from these 
backlinks (target URLs).). Also, consider Authority Score in your analysis.

https://www.semrush.com/analytics/traffic/sources-referral/ebay.com?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdfEN&utm_campaign=cipdf3
https://www.semrush.com/mentions?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdfEN&utm_campaign=cipdf3
https://www.semrush.com/analytics/traffic/overview?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdfEN&utm_campaign=cipdf3
https://www.semrush.com/analytics/backlinks/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdfEN&utm_campaign=cipdf3
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How much traffic did a particular post get?

How many shares and mentions did it receive?

There is one point that you shouldn’t ignore either for your or your competitors’ 
articles: assessing the content performance. Connect your Google Analytics to Post 
Tracking to answer these questions and stay up-to-date with how the metrics change:

Explore rivals'  
backlink profiles

https://www.semrush.com/content-marketing/post-tracking/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdfEN&utm_campaign=cipdf3
https://www.semrush.com/content-marketing/post-tracking/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdfEN&utm_campaign=cipdf3
https://www.semrush.com/analytics/backlinks/overview/ebay.com:root_domain?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdfEN&utm_campaign=cipdf3
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As you may notice in the screenshot, two metrics are missing for The Home Depot 
research example: Referral Traffic and Estimated Reach. Referral Traffic becomes 
available only when you connect your Google Analytics to the tool;. Estimated Reach 
is taken from SEMrush Traffic Analytics, and “n/a” means there is not enough data to 
calculate the metric.

Add your content 
to the analysis

https://www.semrush.com/content-audit?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdfEN&utm_campaign=cipdf3


5. Check Up on Your 
Competitors’ Moves 
on Social Media
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Find who’s been active on social media and on which platforms they’ve been using;

See if their audience has increased or decreased;

Learn what type of content they’ve been posting 
(are there any non-promotional posts?) and how often;    

See if there’s anything new in audience engagement and brand communication.

Highlight your own opportunities in social media ads.

Social media may be the most relevant when it comes to showing your brand’s 
reaction to current events.

For brick-and-mortar businesses that can’t be visited in person, social networks 
provide great opportunities to stay on their customer’s radar by being helpful. Fitness 
brands, for example, have switched to offering at-home workouts for free.

For online businesses, where the competition is now even stiffer, social media should 
be a place to stand out and prove their relevance, no matter the crisis. 

How can you act in your specific case? Your industry competitors can tell you this. So, 

here is your to-do (and to-answer) list:

Check Up on Your Competitors’ 
Moves on Social Media

Social Media Tracker will help you in this part of competitor analysis.

https://www.adweek.com/brand-marketing/fitness-brands-are-offering-at-home-workouts-for-free-to-reach-quarantined-consumers/
https://www.semrush.com/social-media/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdfEN&utm_campaign=cipdf3#smp
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Monitor competitors'  
social media

https://www.semrush.com/social-media-tracker/?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdfEN&utm_campaign=cipdf3


6. Review the 
Findings with Your 
Own Goals and 
Strategy in Mind
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You’ve walked through the key points of the online competitor analysis that will be 
particularly pertinent in these uncertain times. Now you need to make sense of 
your findings

Review your benchmarks and reevaluate your performance.
From monitoring your internal stats, you may have concluded that your 
company underperformed in the last period. However, the picture may 
look less dramatic if you compare your results to your competitors’. It 
might be the case that the whole industry went down. Be aware of the 
metrics you should be aiming at.

Assess how competitors’ actions and your marketing ideas correlate 
with your initial strategy.
You may find out that a long-term campaign that you started a month 
ago doesn’t correspond to the current market trends and needs. Well, 
it’s definitely better to find this out now than when the audience starts to 
actively express their discontent with your creative assets.

Get a fresh view of the market and be prepared for changes.
You may never have imagined some of the peaks and troughs in 
demand that have taken place recently. Take note of any new trends and 
act swiftly.

Adapt the best new practices and avoid other companies’ mistakes.
When the regular playbook becomes outdated, it may be a priority to 
detect the tactics that you should exclude. Learn from your competitors’ 
experience and make data-driven decisions.

Review the Findings with Your Own 
Goals and Strategy in Mind
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Filter out any ideas that don’t comply with your company’s offering, 
positioning, ultimate goals and strategy.
No matter what brilliant insights you have found by looking at your 
competitors, if they don’t align with your brand idea or roadmap, it’s  
better to push them to the back burner. And this is when the next point 
becomes crucial:

Communicate competitive intelligence to other departments.
The key word here is “promptly”, as this is how decisions have to be 
made in this fast-changing environment.

The well-being of many departments depends on the marketing  
team’s actions, so expect more colleagues to care about communication 
and messaging.

Needless to say, any intelligence is invaluable for executives these days, 
so don’t hesitate to share your competitor analysis insights across the 
relevant departments.

Encourage and initiate changes in your marketing plans and strategy  
(if needed)

Don’t be afraid of making tweaks to or even rethinking your entire strategy.

When the smoke clears, you will have a chance to carry out any of the 
earlier planned marketing experiments. But at the moment, this is what you 
do competitor analysis for: to discover not just greener, but safer, fields and 
move to them as quickly as you can.

https://www.semrush.com/my_reports/constructor?action=openPopup&type=template&templateName=tc_monthly_competitor_analysis&utm_source=ClickZ&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=taawareness&utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=pdfEN&utm_campaign=cipdf3
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Normally, we recommend doing competitor analysis monthly — to keep tabs on big-
ger trends and adjust your campaigns accordingly, and benchmarking quarterly — for 
example, the website traffic insights we presented in the first chapter of this ebook 
were derived with due regard for the Q1 2019 and Q4 2019 performance.

You can check and analyze competitors’ metrics frequently, or only when you’re ready 
to make adjustments in your campaign.

The good news is you won’t have to dedicate too much time on constant data gather-
ing and analysis. Set up an automated competitor analysis report and receive all the 
needed data carefully gathered for you by email.

If you haven’t done it yet, don’t hesitate and get your 7-day free trial of the complete 
SEMrush Competitive Research Bundle.

And may it be the first step to insightful competitor research and stronger digital mar-
keting performance.

Get a Free Trial
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